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AbSMCt 

An approach to the architecture of distri- 
buted databases is presented, oriented around ex- 
tensive embeddmg of database prinntives in the 
underlying distributed operating system. It is 
shown that this approach greatly reduces the effort 
required to provide high quality distributed data- 
base services. Substantial portions of this approach 
are implemented and are operational as extensions 
to the Locus distributed Unix operating system. 
TIns paper describes the approach, compares it with 
other work, argues why rt is attractive and what 
drawbacks are present, and lays out what has been 
done and what remains. 

1 Introduction 

The plummeting cost and increasing power 
of individual workstations, together with the wide 
availability of low cost, high speed local area net- 
works, and unproved computer communications 
generally, greatly increase the desire for integrated, 
transparent distnbuted database systems. The in- 
terface to the distributed database should be tran- 
sparent That is, the system should provide sup- 
port by which ma&me boundaries are functionally 
mvisible, in the same mannef that vrrtual memory 
hides the boundary between primary and secondary 
storage 
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The question immediately arises at what 
level within the system architecture tranparency 
support should be provided. This issue is especially 
important for distributed data management, be- 
cause of the preeminence of this application. The 
traditional approach to distributed data manage- 
ment uses existing single machine computing sys- 
tems, connected by conventional long haul net- 
working techniques such as TCHIP, SNA or IS0 
protocols as the base. In these environments, it is 
the database system developer’s responsibility to 
provide for remote data access, creation and am- 
trol of remote task execution, implementation of 
distributed transactions and their synchronixation 
and recovery, etc. Because the application level 
implements these functions, it typically is difficult 
or impossible to share them among different data- 
base systems, or between a database system and a 
front end transaction processing facility, or even 
between these packages and user programs written 
as extensions. 

As a result, these functions are implement- 
ed multiple times, once in each application. This 
prachce is expensive, representing many man years 
of duplicate effort, and also does not effectively ad- 
dress the desire to couple the me&an&s in the 
several unplementations (e.g. annpose an atomic, 
synchronized transaction out of a user program, a 
transaction processor (Tp) execution, and a data- 
base update). Clearly support for database func- 
tions in the common operating system base would 
beaboon. 

Nevertheless, database developers often ex- 
plicitly prefer to bypass the underlying operating 
system, since operating systems generally do not 
give applications software sufficient control over 
resources. For normal, untrusted applications, that 
lack of control is intended to block one appbcatmn 
from substantially degrading the behavior of oth- 
ers. However, the database system typically knows 
a great deal about its ckent behavior, represents a 



substanttal portion of system resource consumption, 
and generally is to be trusted. Hence, the support- 
ing operating system should provide methods by 
which such a favored application can directly 
manage system resources itself, rather than requir- 
ing it to reimplement similar facilities in order to 
achieve that control. If the operating system can 
be altered to provide such methods, then this prob 
lem need not be overcome at such great expense, 
and the basic operating system can be used directly 
without penalty. 

It is also worth noting that for many distri- 
buted environments, the network is likely to be a 
high bandwidth local area network of some kind, 
rather than a much slower and higher &lay long 
haul medium. This fact permits one to consider 
treating the network more like a buss connecting 
processoft in a multiprocessor system than a net- 
work using an “arms length” long haul protocol. 
while shared memory speeds are by no means 
available over such networks, still full transparency 
may well be achievable. 

Based on these Views, the Gem& distri- 
buted database system architecture was developed, 
and prototype implementations constructed. The 
implementation approach taken was to start with 
the Locus distrrbuted Unix operating system 
[walkerg3b] and the single machine Ingres [Stone 
braker761 database system. Roth Locus and Ingres 
were modified. The experience of using these two 
systems to demonstrate the suitability of the 
Genesis approach was very positive This paper r6 
ports some of the results m this ongoing distributed 
database work. 

In the next sections, we first briefly review 
other distnbuted database system research. Then a 
&scussion of the use of Locus and Ingres is 
presented. ‘Ihe Genesis work which is already 
done is reported, as well as that which remains. 
Conclusions follow. 

2 RehtedReseamh 

While there is a large body of literature 
concerning distributed databases, there are relative 
ly few substantial implementations. Some of the 
most ngnificant projects are reviewed here. It is 
important to note that, with the partial exception of 
T~I&&ENCOMPASS, these systems were not built 

on top of distributed operating systems. Tlrey im- 
plemented all of those mechanisms dealing with the 
distributed nature of the data and processom within 
the database. 

2.1 Dlstrihucd Illgral 

The University of California, Berkeley 
worked toward a distributed version of Ingrea 
[stonebrakel77l [stonebraker83]. Many features of 
this system, including a simple distributed query 
optimixer ~tein78] were operational on a coll#~ 
tion of VAX 11/780 and 11/1509 connected by an 
Ethernet. The database ran on top of the 4.lclBD 
version of Unix, using the remote inter-process 
wmmunication and remote process execution facili- 
ties provided by that system to communicate 
amongmadlines. 

The system architecture consisted of a mas- 
ter Ingres process at the site at which a query ori- 
ginated, and slave processes at each of the sites 
storing data involved in the query. The slave 
processes were similar to single machine Ingres im- 
ages without a parser [Stonebraker76]. The master 
Ingresparsedthequery,devisedanaccessplanand 
caused the plan to be carried out by the slave 
processes. Distributed Ingm implemented a two- 
phase commit protocol to post updates to the data- 
base atomically. 

2.2 SDD-1: Computer Corporation of America 

SDlSl was among the first general purpose 
distributed data management systems built [Roth- 
ni&O]. It ran on DEclO and DFG20 computers 
using the TENEX and TOPS20 operating systems. 
SDD-1 used the ARPA network to connect 
machines and consequently assumed that communi- 
cations were a bottleneck. 

T&e SDD-1 architecture consisted of a col- 
lection of three types of virtual machines: Transac- 
tion Modules (TMs), Data Modules (DMs) and a 
Reliable Network. Data was managed by the DMs, 
which were essentially back-end single site data- 
bases resembling the slave processes in the Ingres 
architecture. The DMs responded to commands 
from the TMs which controlled the distributed exe 
cution of transactions, concurrency control was ac- 
complished using a timestamp algorithm (as op- 
posed to locking) implemented in the TM. 
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2.3 The R’ Dfstributed htabase 

R’ is an adaptation and extension of the 
System R relational database system developed by 
IBMSanJose[)llaas82].ItrunsonIBM/370family 
systems, using the inter-machine facilities of CICS. 

R” is composed of four major subsystems: 
the storage subsystem, axnmunication component, 
transaction manager, and database language procea- 
sor. The database language processor compile8 
queries, performing extensive optimization based 
on both message and processing costs. At runtime, 
queries are initiated at appropriate slave processoft 
by the transaction manager, which coordinates the 
multi-site transactions using the communication 
component, and recovery mm and am- 
currency controls provided by the storage manager. 

2.4 TandemtESCOMPASS 

ENcoMpAss is a database/transaction 
manager that runs on Tandem computer systems 
WSl]. ENcoMpAss takes advantage of reliability 
features present in the Tandem hardware and 
software systems, such as disk volume mirroring 
and primary/backup process pairs, to provide a 
high-throughput transaction envu-onment. 

mCUn.iP~ is composed of four functional 
components, includmg a database manager, a tran- 
sactm manager, and a distnbuted transaction 
manager. The latter two compose the Transaction 
Momtoring Facihty (TMF) of ENCOMPASS, which 
provides lock management, log management, and 
recovery management services to database applica- 
tions. The underlying axnmunication service used 
by applxations to communxz4te with the TMF is a 
messagepassmg mechanism supported by the Tan- 
dem hardware and operatmg system software. 

3 Dhtributed Databases in Genesis 

The L.ocus system [popck81] reflects our 
view that the operating system should support 
those mechanisms dealing with distributed opera- 
tion which are applicable to many different client 
applications. Consequently, many of the facilities 
wlu& distributed databases require are already 
present m Locus, a distributed operating system 
providing a very high degree of network tran- 
sparency. A Locus network appears to users and 

application programs like a single computer running 
Unix. In order to provide network transparency 
and reliable operation, Locus handles concurrent 
access to files, distributed directory management, 
replication, transparent remote tasking, network in- 
brproca communications, partitioned operation, 
and recovery from failures [parker811 [walkerg3a]. 
These are among the functions distributed database 
systems require in order to present a transparent 
view of the network database. 

AsL+ocusprovidesmanyofthem~ 
isms that distributed databases must have, one ex- 
pects that a considerable amount of distributed data 
management functionality could be obtained simply 
bynmningasinglema&inedatabasesystemina 
Loal! environment. In fact, since Locus is applica- 
tion axle compatible with Unix, any database that 
nms under Unix will become trivially distributed on 
a Locus network. For example, single machine 
Ingres, whi& was developed for Unix, runs on 
Locus without modification. It aaxasea and up- 
dates remote data, has replicated relations (files), 
and works in the face of network and site failures. 

While a single site database in Laus 
accessa remote data, it is a distributed database in 
a lirmted sense. Not all of the potential benefits of 
the network are harnessed. All data is brought 
acxoss the network for for local process& The 
many other pr~sors in the system are wasted. 
Not only could the use of remote proaxsors speed 
thequerybyoperatingonportionsofthejobin 
parallel, but it could also reduce the amount of data 
transmitted over the network. For many hportant 
cases, centralized systems like Ingres or IMS are 
cpu bound ~wttmrne79]. To alleviate this prob 
lem, it is important to make use of the redundant 
machines to process portions of the query in paral- 
lel. In order to make use of the redundant procea- 
sors, the single site database must be enhnced with 
a remote subquery processhg me&a&m. 

3.1 A Case Study: Genesis bgrea 

The Genesis approach to the architecture 
of a distributed database is oriented around embed- 
ding database primitives in the distributed operat- 
ing system. In order to demonstrate the Genesis 
architecture, we modified Ingres to take advantage 
ofthefacilitiesinaLocusnetwork[PageS]. Are 
mote subquery mechanism was added to Inges 
which gives the database the option of brhging the 
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data to the process or moving the processing to the 
data storage sites. The system is able to run 
subqueries m parallel on any or all machmes and to 
assemble the results. ‘Ibis mechanism makes use of 
remote query server processes on each site. A 
master Ingres process running on the user’s site 
determines the storage site for all data involved in 
a query and may send query fragments to the 
server Ingres processes on remote sates. 

3.1.1 Comparison With Berkeley Distribu~ 
wP= 

The master and slave processes resemble 
the design used in the Berkeley Distributed Ingres 
project. However, the two systems differ dramati- 
cally in their basic architecture. Distributed Ingres, 
built on top of a network of computers each run- 
ning Unix, had an ex-pkcit view of the underlying 
distributed system. Consequently the mecha&ms 
to deal with the distributed nature of the data and 
processmg resources resided in the database sys- 
tem By contrast, except for the remote subquery 
mechanism, Genesis Ingres treats the underlying 
system as a single machine. While valid perfor- 
mance comparisons between Berkeley Distributed 
Ingres and Geneses Ingres are not yet possible as 
both systems are in their infancy, initial comparis- 
ons strongly support the Gem&s approach. Real 
comparisons CM be made of the way in which the 
two systems are constructed. Ihe UCLA imple 
mentation, built in a network transparent environ- 
ment, required only two man months of program- 
ming and less than 1000 lines of source code to 
convert standard Ingres to run in parallel in a distri- 
buted environment. The Berkeley effort on top of 
the conventional Unix environment, by contrast, 
took about four man years of programming effort 
to get an initial system up. While neither package 
is a fully functioning drstributed database, the time 
required to get an initial system operational is very 
important, as further enhancements may be made 
and tested incrementally. ‘Ihat a system exhibiting 
reasonable performance canbebuiltontopofa 
network transparent distributed operating system in 
so short a time is a significant result. 

3.1.2 Performance of Gene& Ingres 

Thing measuremems illustrate the perfor- 
mance of the remote subquery mechanism. T&e 
following query was run on the version of Locus 
operational at UCLA in December 1983: 

RANGEOFtIStest 
RITREVE (Ml) WHERE (t number < 0) 

The network consisted of 21 Vax 111750s with 
Fujitsu Eagle disks connected by a 10 Mb/s Ether- 
net. 

The relation “test” contained 30,000 tu- 
ples, each 100 bytes long, so the relation contained 
a total of 3MB of data. No tuple had a “number” 
field less that 0 so no tuples satisfied the qualifica- 
tion in the query. The table below shows the 
elapsed time to execute this query when run in five 
different environments. The first line shows the 
time required for single site (Berkeley) Ingres to 
run on a single Vax 1150. The second result is 
for our enhalWd distributed Genesis Ingres, but 
runningonaLocusnetworkwithal.lthedatalocal 
to the query site (i.e. not distributed at all). Next 
is shown the result for standard Ingres running in 
Locus with the data stored at a single remote site. 
In this case the database uses the network tran- 
sparent file system to bring the data to the execu- 
tion site. Line four shows Genesis Ingres retrieving 
remote data by running the entire query as a 
subquery at a the remote storage site. The last 
result, the real distributed case, shows the perfor- 
mance of distributed Genesis Ingres when the data 
is partitioned equally on each of three remote 
machines and processed in parallel by subqueries on 
the storage sites. 

Ingres with local data 
Gelds Ingres with local data 
Ingm with remote data 
Gemis Ingres remote data 
GenesisIngresdataon3sites 

min. 
2:1!5 
2:19 
333 
225 
90 

Table 1: Performance of different Ingres architectures 

These results demonstrate the potential of 
our architecture. It takes only slightly longer to 
run Genesis Ingres for local data than to run stan- 
dard Ingres, i e. the overhead of our mechanism is 
not sigmficant. Tlie time required to run the stan- 
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dard database on remote data is about one minute 
eight seconds longer than for local data. This is 
quite reasonable, since the time requrred to read a 
3MB file across the network in the version of Locus 
used is about one minute five seconds. Runnmg 
Germs Ingres on remote data with a remote 
subquery run at the storage site takes about the 
same amount of ume as did the first two trials. 
Genesis Ingres with remote data is about one 
mmute faster than is standard Ingres, because the 
distnbuted version is able to run at the data storage 
site, avoidmg any data beii sent over the network. 
Most significant, retrieving the data in parallel from 
three sates runs as hoped 111 about one third of the 
time that retrieving the entire relation from one 
site does. This final result is very encouraging as it 
implies that for large queries, the relative overhead 
of the remote subquery mechanism is not substan- 
tml and we do achieve the performance gains of 
parallel operation. 

This initial work demonstrates the advan- 
tage of the proposed database architecture from a 
software engineering point of view. Early meas- 
urements indicate that the benefits of implementing 
data management support in an underlying distri- 
buted operating system need not be at the expense 
of database performance. We now address some of 
the arguments against implementing these facilities 
in the operating system. 

3.2 Criticlams of a Distributed Jlatabase Operat- 
ing system 

It is important to address the common ob 
jections to building a distributed database on top of 
a distributed operating system, and on top of 
Genesis in particular Such an approach, as men- 
tioned earlier is often criticized on the basis that an 
operating system is built for various applications 
and is not optimized for database requirements. 
Such criticism is based on the assumption that the 
database designers must take the operating system 
as a given. By contrast, in building a distributed 
database operating system, the designers have the 
same opportunity as do database developers to op- 
timize the basic system for data management appli- 
cations If a given operatmg system provides the 
wrong service or performs that service poorly, it 
should not be concluded that the facility must be 
rebuilt in the database, but rather that it should 
have been done correctly in the operating system. 

More importantly, a database system is not 
so much itself an application, but one of the pro- 
gramming tools that an application uses If the 
mechanisms to provide transparency, reliability and 
good performance in a network environment are 
not implemented in the underlying operating sys 
tern, but instead in the database software, only 
resources controlled by the database can make use 
of these facikties. A transaction processing system, 
for example, which makes use of a database for 
part of its work will wish to aaess remote files, 
devices, or processors and would benefit from tran- 
sparent access to these resources. As we see in the 
next section, higher level applications require that 
atomic transactions, which are usually provided by 
a database system, work across both database and 
non-database objects. In order to coordinate con- 
current transactions, a distributed locking mechan- 
ism must be constructed for non-database as well as 
database objects. Given that many facilities which 
are expensive to construct must be built to make a 
distributed database network transparent, reliable, 
and efficient, there is great motivation to imple 
ment these features in the operating system and 
consequently make them available to all applica- 
tions. 

The Unix (and consequently Locus) file 
systems have several features which are criticized as 
limiting the performance of database systems (see 
for example [Stonebraker 811. The small data 
block size increases the number of I/O operations 
that must be performed to retrieve or modify data. 
There is no facility to cause pages of a file which 
are logically sequential to be physically stored in 
sequential order; hence the Unix file system does 
not achieve the potential performance gains that 
result from the sequential behavior typically exhi- 
bited by database queries. Finally, cpu time is 
spent by the system to first read pages into system 
spaceandthencopythemintotheuserspaceacces- 
sible to the database. 

In our judgement, these are valid criti- 
cisms, not of the approach of constructing a data 
management system on top of an operating system, 
but rather of the current implementation of the 
Unix file system. The modifications made to the 
file system m the Berkeley 4.2 release of Unix ad- 
dress the block size and physical contiguity prob 
lems. The relatively few extra instructions required 
to copy data from kernel to user space generally 
pale when compared to the thousands of instrue 
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tions required to retrreve pages from local or re 
mote disks. 

Begin-Transaction DB 
. 

In sum, Locus appears to be a good basis 
upon which to build the Genesis distributed data- 
base operating system. It already provides atomic 
commit, automatic updates to distributed replicated 
files, a network transparent name service, remote 
tasking and mter-process communications and au- 
tomatically brings out of date copies of replicated 
data up to date after recovery from service outage. 
A single site database is easily adapted to run in a 
distributed environment by making use of these fa- 
dllties. 

In the next sections we describe additions 
that have already been made to Genesis to facilitate 
distributed data management and then those exten- 
sions whxh still remain 

4 Genesis Work Completed 

‘The Genesis project has completed work in 
two major areas. A redesign and reimplementation 
of the Locus transaction mecluhm, tailored to 
support distributed data management, is now 
operational. A record level locking facility is now 
in use which permits an application program to lock 
arbitrary ranges of bytes in a file. 

4.1 lhn!4actions 

It is accepted wisdom that atomic transac- 
tions are the correct unit of synchronization and 
recovery in distributed systems. While several da- 
tabase systems have implemented transactions 
w81] [Gray79], these implementations have 
serious limitations which render them unsatisfactory 
for use as general programming tools. currently 
available transaction mechanisms are typically im- 
plemented in an application package such as a tran- 
saction processor (TP) or a database system. To 
appreciate the limitations this design imposes, con- 
sider an application program X, itself a transaction, 
that calls an existing database function for part of 
its work and makes use of a prepackaged transact 
tion processor for another service [popek83]. Pro- 
gram X also performs some operations directly to 
the underlying file system. The program may am- 
tain the following code fragment: 

Begin-Transaction TP 

Write(fie) 

End~Transaction 
. . 

End-Transaction 

DB 

TP 

A machine failure immediately after the first 
En&Transaction causes the TP transaction to abort 
while the DB transaction has already committed. 
This problem results, not from the improper nest- 
ing of transactions, but from the lack of coordina- 
tion between the two medhsms. Furthermore, in 
order to back out those file system writes per- 
formed directly by X requires building another 
transaction mechanism on top of the existing ones. 
Were the transaction mechanhm provided in the 
underlying operating system, it would have been 
available to all three of these layers. 

Also important is the ability to invoke tran- 
sactions from within transactions -21 
[Lbskov82]. While not of direct importance to the 
database system itself, nested transactions are 
essential to integrating the database into the pro- 
gramming environment. With the ability to nest 
transactions, programmers are free to compose ex- 
isting transaction modules just as procedures and 
funchns are composed in ~ogramhng languages 
~Udld33]. 

An implementation of full nfzsted transac- 
tions was operational in the testing environment in 
UCLA Locus as of 1983 ~ueller83] ~e$2]. 
This facility allowed an application to ueate a new 
process which would run as an atomic transaction. 
The transaction could itself invoke a module as a 
subtransaction which would act atomically. That is, 
when a subtransaction aborted, all of its open file8 
reverted to the state in which they were before that 
subtransaction was begun. It was possible for a 
subtransaction to abort (either by choice or because 
of a failure) while allowing the parent transaction 
to decide to continue executing. 
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‘Ihe prewous LQCUS full nested transaction 
facilrty was judged inapproprrate for database appk- 
cations The creation of a new heavy weight pro- 
cess for each transaction is too expensive for data- 
base transaction process@ Furthermore, the pre 
vious implementation did not handle transacttons 
spamung processes at multiple sites. 

A new nested transactions facikty is now 
operational in Genesrs which solves these problems, 
and runs with substantially less cost (at the price of 
a more limited form of nesting). Transactions may 
stall invoke nested subtransactions. However, the 
fatlure of any subtransaction causes the entire tran- 
saction to abort. There is no synchromxation 
among subkansactions within a single top level 
transaction; these transachons will share data ac- 
cording to normal locking rules. 

Rather than using a system call to cause a 
loadmoduletoberuninanewprocessasatran- 
saction, Genesis provides the conventional 
Begin~Transactin(), End..ransaction(), and 
Abort,Transacfion() calls. All ade between the 
Be~Transaction and En~Transaction, while still 
part of the same process, behaves as an atomic 
transaction. Within the top level transaction, there 
may be many levels of nested subtransactions. 
!3nceanabortbyanyofthesubtransactionscauses 
the entire transaction to abort, the nesting of sub 
transactions has dually no semantic meaning. It 
does, however, allow the composition of existing 
modules which contain, or are themselves, transac- 
tions. With this interface, a programmer can sur- 
round any critical block of statements with 
begin/end calls and be assured that the block will be 
executed atomically. A driving philosophy in our 
design and implementation is that any code which 
works correctly, should work identically when sur- 
rounded by begin/end transaction calls. 

The Genesis transaction me&a&m ra 
quid research in two major areas. First, the fully 
distributed nature of the actions being synchronized 
in Gentis make this transaction facility significant- 
ly different from previous work. Second, the 
preexisting Locus transaction me&al&m used pro. 
cess boundaries to isolate amcllrrcllt transactions. 
In Genesis transactions, processes are no longer the 
unit of synchronixation and recovery. 

4.1.1 Distribu~ Tr#l!iactiom 

As m the first Locus implementation, a 
transactton may access local and remote data. 
Genesis also permds a process to spawn sub 
processes at remote sites or migrate itself to other 
srtes. Each process must maintain information 
about the identity of the process whrch invoked the 
top level transaction and about all child processes. 
The operating system provides a process tracking 
facility which allows us to determine the current lo- 
cation of a process given Its process identifier. 
Parents are able to signal their children through 
normal Unix interprocess signals and subtransac- 
tions are able to communicate their commit/abort 
status to the top level process. 

The operating system maintains a list for 
each process of files which have been accessed by 
transachons within that process. When a remote 
process which is part of a transaction completes, its 
accased file list is sent to its parent. The records 
in each of these files remain locked until the top 
level transaction commits or aborts. By the time 
the top level transaction commits, all child 
processes have completed and the file list for the 
process which invoked the top level transaction con- 
tains all files touched by the whole transaction. 
The site of the top level process becomes the coor- 
dinator for the two-phase commit protocol which 
will apply the updates to the database. 

4.1.2 Tram&ion Isolahn 

The loss of process boundaries to isolate 
transactions created several problems. When a pro- 
cess calls Be~Transaction, it may already have 
acquired locks and completed updates. If that tran- 
saction should abort, the updates made as part of 
the transaction must be rolled back. However, the 
updates made before the transaction must remain 
in effect. 

Furthermore, consider the problem of 
where to transfer flow of control on transaction 
abort. With a process interf~, the system simply 
rolls back all updates and terminates the process, 
returning a failure status to the caller. In our im- 
plementation, the top level transaction is invoked 
within a process which may continue to execute 
even if the transaction aborts. There may be more 
than one En~Transaction call, so control cannot 
simply be given to the statement after the 
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End-Transaction. We are constrained not to solve 
this problem by changing the Gcompiler as its 
source is not always avatlable and we desrre the fa- 
c&y to be usable from any language. 

The chosen solution to this problem is to 
send a software interrupt or signal (say SIGA- 
BGRT), to the process which initiated the top level 
transackon If the process has provided code to 
deal with the signal (i.e. catches the signal), that 
code is run and control is transferred to the desired 
place. However, if the signal is not caught, it will 
cause the process to be killed. In this manner, ap 
plications which have mechanisms built m to handle 
an aborted transaction may do so, while those that 
do not are themselves aborted. 

To illustrate this solution in the face of dis- 
tributed transactions, consider the following 
scenario: Process P calls Re~Transaction() to in- 
voke a transaction, T. T then creates processes Pl 
and P2, each of which also spawn two processes, 
creating P3, P4, p5, and P6. P6 then invokes a 
subtransactton Tl. Assume that any (or all) of the 
new processes may have been created on remote 
machina. 

P-T 

T 

Pl 

--II 

P3 

P4 

P2 

T 

P5 

-P6 -Tl-*(abort) 

Let us assume Pl completes first. Before going 
away completely, it must wait for its children P3 
and P4. If P3 and P4 terminate successfully, infor- 
mation about any files aaessed by them must be 
commmicated up the tree. The operating system, 
onbehalfofP1,addsthelistoffilesaccessedbyits 
children to its own and sends that to its parent. 
The record locks in these files are retained pending 
the outcome of the entire transaction, T. 

NowassumeafilebeingusedbyTlbb 
comes unavailable (due to a site failure) causing Tl 
to abort. The operating system at the site on which 
I% is nmning sends a network message to the site 
of the top level transaction (say at site 1) informing 
it that a subtransaction has aborted. Abort mes- 
sages are sent to the sites of each of Ps children 

within T who, in turn, abort each of their chrldren 
before dying themselves. Each process rolls back 
all updated files in rts accessed file list by simply 
discarding the intentions list and shadow pages Pi- 
nally, the operating system at sate 1 issues a SIGA- 
BGRT to process P informing rt that T has aborted, 
Process P may catch the signal and retry the tran- 
saction or give up. If P does not catch the SIGA- 
RGRT signal, the process is killed. 

Inter-transaction amwrrency control is 
achieved by a two-phase locking algorithm enforced 
by the operating system. All locks are held until 
the fate of a transaction is determined. Locks are 
currently on a whole file basis pending integration 
of the record level locking facility reported in the 
next section. The transaction mechanism makes 
use of the shadow page (or intentions list [Lamp 
son79]) scheme tllready provided by Locus to aml- 
mit individual files. Multi-file atomic commit is ac+ 
complished with the two-phase commit protocol 
[Gray781 wdsay79] and file status logs. 

This fully distributed, transparent nested 
transaction mechanism is operational in Genesis. 
The new implementation, using only the two phase 
commit code from the earlier work required about 
four man months to build and consists of about 
4oOoEnesofccode. 

4.2 Record Lacking 

Syndwonization of access to relations, 
records, or pages of database files is essential to 
maintaming the consistency of these databases 
[Gray78]. Genesis record locking provides a tran- 
sparent, distributed, variable granularity concurren- 
cy control med&sm that efficiently fulfills these 
requirements. 

There are significant advantages to provid- 
ingamcuneqcontrolsfordatafilesatthebyte 
granularity level. Database applications that use 
these record locking mechanisms have the option of 
controlling access to data items at the page level, 
record level, or relation level, and are able to 
dynamically vary the granularity of locking as best 
suits a particular operation. Also, existing file in- 
terfaces in Locus are provided at the byte level of 
granularity; record lo&ing at this granularity does 
not unduly complicate the semantics of fde syn- 
chronization, permits applications to easily define 
their own file semantics, and allows existing appli- 
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cakons to take advantage of this functionality. 

In addruon to the drfficulty of reusing ex- 
isting application code, constructing database appli- 
catmns without underlying operating system sup- 
port can also lead to performance penalties in cer- 
tain chxmstances As reported by Ries and Stone 
braker [Rms79], the performance of these database 
systems may be substantially impacted by locking 
mechanisms which do not provide controls at a suit- 
able granularity. Database applications which pro- 
videtheirown concurrency controls often provide 
these controls only at the page or whole database 
level only, due to the complexity of implementing 
fine grain concurrent controls. This can lead to 
performance penalties under certain conditions. 

One of the fundamental differences 
between Genesis record locking and existing record 
locking mechanisms is its dtstributed nature. 
Genesis permits processes located at widely distri- 
buted network nodes to synchronize their activities 
in the same fashion as co-located processes would. 
This is accomplished in part by using the underlying 
Lows wmmunication mechanisms to synchronixe 
access at a single network site. 

Another unique aspect of the Genesis 
record locking mechanism is the fact that it is a 
byte granularity locking mechanism built upon a 
shadow paging commit mechanism, rather than a 
logging mechanism. This is achieved by adding a 
recursrve page differencing algorrthm to the commit 
mechanism, as described by Weinstein wein- 
steinss]. Although adding this functionality in- 
creases the complexity of the basic pagelevel com- 
mit mechanism, the overall complexity of the im- 
plementation does not approach that of log-based 
commit mechanisms. 

The locking policy provided by Genesis is 
identical in functionality to its counterpart in a cen- 
tralized system. When a file rquires synchronixa- 
tion services, tne locking me&an&m chooses a 
locking coordinator site (LCS). The LCS is the 
central location to whrch locking for that file will be 
directed. Requests arrive at the LCS from network 
sites, are processed in FIFO order by the locking 
pohcy mechanisms, where access to the requested 
range of bytes is granted or denied. Replies are 
passed back to each rquesting process. This 
mechanism is vastly simpler than an algorithm that 
maintained synchronixation in a non-centralixed 

Another important drfference between 
Genesis and existing distributed locking mechan- 
isms is the granularity provided by the locking 
mechamsms. Whereas Locus provrdes file data 
transport mechanisms on a page basis only, Genesis 
provides byte granularity locking. This is accom- 
plished by separating the locking policy me&a&m 
and resource coordination mechanisms. 

Managing locked records on shared physi- 
cal pages is handled simply by Genesis. As 
described above, the Genesis locking mechanisms 
grant access to ranges of bytes for each file; two re 
questers may in fact have been granted access to 
records that are co-resident on a single data page 
At each site using a data page, the buffer area may 
contain a copy of the data page. However, only 
one copy of the data page is considered to be valid 
atagiventimewithinthenetwor~acopyofapar 
titular page is invalidated as necessary when access 
rights are relinquished to it. Thus, requesters take 
turns modifying shared data pages. 

Fortunately, it turns out that shared data 
pages may not substantially affect the performance 
of a database system. As discussed in pain- 
steir@], distributed updates to the same data page 
tend to occur infrequently, due to the statistical na- 
ture of the expected update traffic. In cases where 
updates occur in sequential records, it will often be 
the same requester performing those updates. 

In order to use the Genesis record locking 
mechanisms, a typical database application might 
contain the following code fragment: 

file = OpenFile(name) 

Re&dLock(fde, range, mode) 

The mode field of the RecordLock request 
can specify a combination of four orthogonal lock- 
ing ConditioM that may be enford 

XR Excludeother Reads 
R Read 
xw Exclude other writes 
W Write 
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Using these modes, a variety of standard locking 
modes may be specrfmd. 

Read/Write Dwl 
Shared ReadSmgle Writer [R,W,XWj 
Exclusive Read/Write PUWWW 
Lock for Read/No Writers [R,XWj 

Once a record has been locked, normal 
read or write operations can be performed on the 
locked items, following which the changed data 
items can be con&ted. 

Read(file, range) 
. . 

Write(file, range) 

Commit(file) 

Re&dUnlock(file, range) 

In this example, a set of bytes in file are 
read, modified, the changes are committed, and 
then the bytes (which were locked earlier) are un- 
locked and are then available to other processes. 

In order to provide support for the Genesis 
transactron mechanism, locks are internally desig 
nated to be m either rwrnurl mo& or transac~n 
mode, dependmg upon whether or not the request 
originated from a member process of a transacuon. 
In normal mode, locks are aquued and released at 
the time the correspondmg Mung requests are 
made, as would be expected. In transactron mode, 
however, the two-phase lockmg protocol is en- 
forced. Unlocking of records is deferred until the 
end of the current transactron, by marking these 
locks as held by the appropriate transaction. These 
locks are then unavailable to other transactions un- 
trl termination of the transaction holding these 
locks. 

The record locking mechanism is now 
operational m the Genesis distributed operating sys- 
tem The unplementatmn of the record lockmg 
mechanism rqurred about 5 man-months of design 
and coding, and consists of approximately 2500 
lmes of C code. 

5 ongoing Rermrch 

Our ongoing research focuses on buhling 
and refining the algorithms and mechanisms re 
quired for the support of very large distributed da- 
tabases, involving potentially hundreds or 
thousands of computers, in local and wide-area net- 
works. 

There are three primary areas of interest. 
The first of these is the development of data 
storage replication mechanisms, which wrll provide 
the means to improve the reliability, availability 
and performance of distributed databases supported 
by Genesis. The second area of investigation con- 
cerns the applicability of the Genesis architecture to 
low bandwidth, wide-area networks. Lastly, ongo- 
ing work examines the problems of managmg 
thousands of nodes in a single network. 

Replication of data files provides an effec- 
tive means of improving both performance and reli- 
ability of distributed databases. The Locus operat- 
ing system currently supports distributed file repli- 
cation and automatically maintains the consistency 
of multiple copies of data. Locus allows updates to 
replicated data during partitioned operation using a 
primary site algorithm. 

A more general strategy for partitioned 
operatmn is desirable in distributed database sys- 
tems. In our view, it is essential that updates be 
permitted to data even when some copies of that 
data are unavailable. [parker811 shows how inam- 
sistencies resulting from independent updates dur- 
ing partrtioned operatmg may be detected. Some 
work has already been done by [Faisol81] and 
[Guy85] on approaches to automatic recovery of in- 
amsistent data. 

A distributed database system can take ad- 
vantage of the distributed transparent name struc- 
ture of Genesis, to provide support for naming (ca- 
talog) mechanisms me1 831. Name service is the 
generalization, in a distributed environment, of 
directories in a single machine operating system, or 
of analogous functions in a database schema; specif- 
ically, the mapping of names to the location of the 
named entity In a distributed database, the prob 
lem IS potentially substantially increased. Name 
mapping tables must be at least partially replicated, 
and those copies kept mutually consistent. Howev- 
er, unlike simple operating system directory sys- 
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tems, the database nameto-location mapping may 
involve functions of the database values themselves; 
i.e. storing all Los Angeles tuples in a Payroll rela- 
tion on the southern California computer center of 
the company. As described by Thiel we1 831, re- 
lations may be named as files, and their names ap 
pear in the database catalogs. In the Genesis sys- 
tem, the underlying operating system file replica- 
tion facility is being used to store extended data- 
base schema information. 

Research is also being pursued toward the 
development of resource controls that permit 
dynamtc relocation of replicated file and direc- 
tories, which can improve data locality, and hence 
lead to greatly improved performance. 

A second area being investigated is support 
for low bandwidth, wide-area networks. The ap- 
preach outlined for local networks may be extended 
to include the wide area network environment, 
where available communication bandwidths are 
much more limited, and network delays are far 
greater. In local networks, there is only a slight 
penalty for accessing a remote resource. The very 
short delays and high bandwidths present in local 
networks provide access to remote resources (such 
as remotely mounted files) at rates and delays com- 
parable to those avatlable for access to local 
resources. Smple operating system level algo- 
rithms, such as paging remote drnxtories for local 
interrogation, or accessing data files, can provide 
acceptable performance in these circumstances. 
Wide area network delays of several tenths of 
seconds make such a strategy unacceptable. 

Substantial changes have been made within 
Genesis, at the underlying commumcations protocol 
level, and at the internal operating system level to 
address these issues. More conservative paging al- 
gorithms, protocols with higher semantic amtent, 
and other techniques are bemg applied to solve this 
problem. sheltzer [SheltzergS] discusses these 
areas in detail. 

The third area of research now in progress 
is concerned with the critical tradeoffs rquired to 
support substantial numbers of nodes (i.e. 
>lO,ooO) in a single network, at both the operating 
system and application programming level. This 
research is attempting to determme how much in- 
ternode communrcation and how mwh state infor- 
mation is necessary and sufficient to ensure the 

proper operation of large scale networks, 

It has been shown that, in a large scale dis- 
tnbuted database system, the underlying ardutec- 
ture must not need volatile global agreements, nor 
may it require each site to maintain a consistent 
view of the state of other members in the network, 
this may impose unacceptable communication or 
computing costs. Genesis generally takes a ‘bila- 
teral view”: sites maintain detailed synchronixed 
state with respect only to those other sites with 
whi& they are actively interacting. 

Another issue of prime concern in large 
networks is heterogeneity of computing resources. 
Large distnbuted database systems can expect to be 
hosted by a network with a number of different 
machine types, whose instruction sets as well as 
data representations do not match. A general fac& 
ity for support of strong data types in the operatmg 
system would be attractive, but is not considered 
essential. Besides the mechanisms needed for the 
operatmg system itself [Locus&l], little more than 
information present in the database sdremas, plus 
additional data access routines, is necessary in 
Genesis. 

!Solutions in these research areas are impor- 
tant to the long-term viability of the approach to 
database support espoused by Genesis. 

6 Cadusions 

Experience with the ongoing development 
of Genesis makes it clear that, if a distributed sys 
tem base is available, the architecture described in 
this paper provides substantial advantages over con- 
ventmnal approaches to distnbuted data manage 
ment. Development costs may be greatly reduced, 
and the resulting system is more usable, with little 
penalty in flexibihty or performance. The develop- 
ment experience described here in the case of 
Ingres is a dramatic example of how inexpensive 
distributed database functionality can be, both in 
terms of development effort and elapsed time. 

Byeliminatingthebaniersimposedby 
machine boundaries, both at the operating system 
and database levels, it is far easier to achieve the 
potential whidl distrlbuted systems poL3ses. llle 
one clear limitation in the Genesis design is that all 
sites in the network must run the Genesis software; 
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operating system and database system heterogenei- 
ty is not directly addressed. While there are ap- 
proaches to this problem whi& are natural exten- 
sions of the design architecture discussed in thu pa- 
per, these extensions are beyond the scope here. 

Though parts of Genesis are still under 
development, enough has been built and used that 
we have confidence in the amclusions drawn 
throughout this discussion. 
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